Abstract—Complex embedded systems are typically mixed-critical, where heterogeneous guarantees must be provided for functionalities of different criticalities. We study in this paper the reconfiguration of services provided to low criticality tasks in reaction to the overruns of high criticality tasks. We further investigate the quantification of the resetting time of the system services. For both service reconfiguration and resetting, we derive tight analysis results under Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Complex embedded systems are typically mixed-critical — functionalities of different criticalities (importances) coexist on a common computing platform [13]. Examples can be seen in automotive applications (e.g. smartcar systems) and in avionics applications (e.g. flight control and management systems). For such systems, it is crucial to meet requirements of different degrees of rigorousness for different criticality levels.

A large body of research already exists on specifying and scheduling of Mixed-Criticality (MC) systems, see e.g. [14] [10] [3] [7]. The common practice is to model a single task on all different criticality levels, with possible different worst-case execution times depending on the criticality levels. Since the rigorousness and conservatism considered on a higher criticality is higher, the worst-case execution times are non-decreasing from high to low criticality levels. The online scheduler then decides which tasks to guarantee according to the actual runtimes of tasks: if any task exceeds its $\chi$ level worst-case execution time, then tasks of criticality levels no higher than $\chi$ are stopped after that. Various classical scheduling techniques are extended to support such dynamic behavior: Fixed Priority scheduling [15] [5], Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling [10] [3] [7], Time-triggered scheduling [4].

On the one hand, it is often too pessimistic to reject all low critical tasks whenever a single high criticality task exceeds at runtime a certain execution time threshold. Indeed, this has already been confirmed in [12] [14]. Here, instead of complete killing of less critical tasks, either partial killing or best-effort scheduling are adopted for the less critical tasks. However, the service that the system can still guarantee to the less critical tasks when a critical one overruns is not known. It remains an open problem to compute bounds on the service that can be provided for the less critical tasks. Such information could be used to guide the online reconfiguration of the provided system services.

On the other hand, the guarantees made by the above scheduling techniques are rarely acceptable in practice. Consider a typical avionic MC usecase – the Flight Management System (FMS) application. If a localization task (certified at level B, with A being the highest criticality level and E being the lowest according to the DO-178B standard [11]) exceeds a certain execution time threshold, we cannot simply reject the level C tasks (among them be the flightplan task) or perform best-effort scheduling for them, since the airplane constantly requires the flightplan information. Instead, a degraded service for the level C tasks should be guaranteed. Furthermore, for FMS, when the system can be reset to provide the original service to all tasks is an important measure to certify the runtime system. Therefore, offline analysis techniques need to be developed to bound the resetting time.

Contributions of this paper:

- We extend the EDF-VD [8] scheduling technique to guarantee a degraded service for the low criticality tasks when the high criticality tasks exceed their low criticality worst-case execution times.
- We extend the demand bound analysis for MC systems, which are scheduled by mode-switched EDF; see [2]. We present results on approximations of demand bounds for all tasks in different runtime modes.
- We propose an algorithm to compute the bounds on the degraded service provided to the low criticality tasks, as well as the configurations of EDF-VD to achieve such bounds.
- We present an analysis technique to bound offline the resetting time of the services provided to the low critical tasks. We demonstrate that a trade off between the degraded service and the resetting time exists.
- We show the applicability of our approach in a case study of an industrial application. For the considered Flight Management System application, the extended EDF-VD scheduling technique can schedule the application with a degraded service requirement for the low criticality tasks. Furthermore, service resetting time can be quantified, and traded for the degraded services of the LO criticality tasks.

Related Work The current research on mixed-criticality scheduling is initialized by the seminal work of Vestal et al. [15], where the common model for mixed-criticality systems is proposed. Various conventional scheduling techniques are subsequently extended to the mixed-criticality domain, see [6] for a comprehensive survey. Motivated with a realistic avionics use-case, the work in this paper considers service degradation for low criticality tasks instead of rejecting them. In addition, the quantification of service resetting time is investigated. The closest work to ours is that presented in [7] [8], where a general mixed-criticality mode switch protocol is introduced and analyzed. Our work is different from [7] [8] in that an elaborated analysis is proposed to compute the degraded service for the low criticality tasks. To the best of our knowledge, the quantifications of the degraded service and the service resetting time have not been investigated in existing results on mixed-criticality scheduling.

The work in this paper is conducted in the mixed-criticality context, where real-time services for all tasks must be pro-
vided even under abrupt scenario changes. During such scenario changes, the service adaptions of different functionalities depend on their criticalities. Existing results on conventional adaptive real-time scheduling either assume delayed system operation or task rejections, (see e.g. [11] for more references therein), and thus cannot directly apply in the mixed-criticality context.

II. System Model

We consider a generalized mixed-criticality sporadic task model as proposed in [8]. Given is a dual-criticality task set \( \tau = \{ \tau_1, \tau_2, \ldots, \tau_n \} \) scheduled on a uni-processor. Each task \( \tau_i \) has a minimum inter-arrival time \( T_i \) and a relative deadline \( D_i (D_i \leq T_i) \). The worst-case execution times (WCETs) of all tasks are modeled both on the HI (high) and on the LO (low) criticality levels. Only the HI criticality tasks are allowed to exceed their LO criticality WCETs at runtime. The system has two operating modes: whenever a HI criticality task exceeds its LO criticality WCET, the system transits immediately from the LO criticality mode to the HI criticality mode, during which all HI criticality tasks must finish their HI criticality level WCETs before their deadlines, and the LO criticality tasks are possibly guaranteed with degraded service parameters (e.g. longer periods and/or deferred deadlines).

We can then abstract each task \( \tau_i \) by a tuple, \( \{ T_i(\chi), C_i(\chi), D_i(\chi) \} \), where:
- \( T_i(\chi) \) is the minimum inter-arrival time of \( \tau_i \) in mode \( \chi \).
- \( C_i(\chi) \) is the WCET of \( \tau_i \) in mode \( \chi \).
- \( D_i(\chi) \) is the relative deadline of \( \tau_i \) in mode \( \chi \).
- \( \chi \in \{ \chi \in \{ \text{HI, LO} \} \) is the set of criticality levels / operating modes.
- \( \chi_i \in \chi \) is the criticality level of task \( \tau_i \).

\( \{ T_i(\chi), C_i(\chi), D_i(\chi) \} \) characterizes the service to be guaranteed for \( \tau_i \) in mode \( \chi \). A dual-criticality task set is said schedulable if there exists a scheduling technique, such that the service requirements for all tasks in both operating modes can be satisfied. For a HI criticality task \( \tau_i \), its WCET is adjusted from \( C_i(\chi) \) to \( C_i(HI) \) when transiting to the HI criticality mode. This can lead to an unschedulable system: consider a scenario when a job of this task just finishes its low criticality WCET at its deadline, and at the same time a mode transition happens, this implies that this task must finish \( C_i(HI) - C_i(LO) \) units of execution in zero time. In order to schedule the HI criticality tasks, their deadlines need to be tuned in the LO criticality mode \( (D_i(LO) \leq D_i(HI)) \), such that they can still meet their deadlines when transiting to the HI criticality mode. This concept has been explored in [3][2][7].

In summary, the following assumptions are made: if \( \chi_i \) is HI, then
\[
T_i(LO) = T_i(HI) = T_i, C_i(LO) \geq C_i(HI), D_i(LO) \leq D_i(HI).
\]

if \( \chi_i \) is LO, then
\[
T_i(LO) = T_i, T_i(LO) \leq T_i(HI), C_i(LO) = C_i(HI), D_i(LO) \leq D_i(HI).
\]

For the original EDF-VD scheduling technique [3][2], all tasks are scheduled by Earliest Deadline First (EDF) in both HI and LO criticality modes (i.e. mode-switched EDF). All LO criticality tasks are immediately dropped when the system transits to the HI criticality mode. This can be viewed as a special case by setting \( T_i(HI) := D_i(HI) := \infty \) for all LO criticality tasks. Furthermore, for notational convenience, we denote by \( \tau_{HI} (\tau_{LO}) \) the set of HI (LO) criticality tasks.

III. MC Service Reconfiguration

We present in this section the analysis of dual-criticality task sets scheduled by mode-switched EDF. We quantify the demand bounds of all tasks in the LO and HI criticality modes, and present the corresponding schedulability test, both in Section A. We present results on approximations of the analyzed demand bounds in Section B. We view the service degradation of the LO criticality tasks by a scaling factor (\( \geq 1 \)) of their periods and deadlines. For implicit-deadline task sets \( (T_i = D_i) \), an algorithm is proposed in Section C to adjust the services of the LO criticality tasks in the HI mode. The results presented extend existing works in [3][7][8].

A. MC Demand Bound Analysis

The demand bound of a task in a given interval is defined as the sum of execution times of all task instances, which have arrival times and deadlines both in this interval. During the LO criticality mode, the demand bound \( dbf_{LO} \) of any task in an interval of length \( \Delta \) can be bounded according to known results in [7]:

\[
dbf_{LO}(\tau, \Delta) = \max \left\{ \frac{\Delta - D_i(LO)}{T_i(LO)} + 1, 0 \right\} \cdot C_i(LO).
\]  

For the HI criticality mode, we need to consider the impacts of unfinished jobs at the transition point. Those are the jobs for which the schedules may be changed (i.e. tasks are scheduled by EDF and their deadlines may be adjusted at the time of mode switch).

We depict in Fig. 1 a system undergoing a mode transition at time \( i \). A job of task \( \tau_i \) arrives in the LO mode at time \( a_i \). A mode transition is signaled \( \lambda \) units after that. From this time on, all jobs of this task are guaranteed with the HI criticality parameters.

In [7], only the demand bounds of the HI criticality tasks in the HI criticality mode are derived. This is done by identifying a worst-case demand bound including that of the unfinished job at the transition time (4). We proceed to present a general approach to analyze the demand bounds of all tasks in the HI criticality mode. Let us further define a set of functions (5)-(8):

\[
RM(\tau, \lambda) = C_i(HI) - C_i(LO) + \min\{D_i(LO) - \lambda, C_i(LO)\},
\]  

\[
dbf_{HI}(\tau, \lambda) = \max\left\{ \frac{\Delta - D_i(HI)}{T_i(HI)} + 1, 0 \right\} \cdot C_i(HI),
\]  

\[
dbf_{RM}(\tau, \lambda, D) = \begin{cases} RM(\tau, \lambda) & \text{if } D \geq D_i(HI) - \lambda, \\ 0 & \text{if } D < D_i(HI) - \lambda. \end{cases}
\]  

\[
dbf_{HI}(\tau, \lambda, D) = \max\left\{ \frac{\Delta - D_i(HI) - T_i(HI)}{T_i(HI)} + 1, 0 \right\} \cdot C_i(HI).
\]  

\[
dbf_{HI}(\tau, \lambda) = \sup\{dbf_{HI}(\tau, \lambda, D) : 0 < D_i(LO), D_i(LO) \leq \lambda \}
\]  

Formally, we have the following result.
Lemma III.1. The demand bound function of any task in the HI criticality mode can be calculated by (8).

Proof. All proofs are presented in the Appendix.

Based on the above computed demand bounds, schedulability of a task set can be tested using existing results.

Theorem III.1. (7) A dual-criticality task set τ is schedulable on an unit-speed processor, if ∀Δ ≥ 0:

\[ \max \{ \sum \text{dbf}_\text{LO}(\tau, \Delta), \sum \text{dbf}_\text{HI}(\tau, \Delta) \} ≤ \Delta. \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

B. MC Demand Bound Approximation

For the original EDF-VD scheduling technique, all LO criticality tasks are rejected in the HI criticality mode. The problem we are addressing in this paper is different, as we aim at computing the bounds on the service for the LO criticality tasks in the HI criticality mode. This is not a trivial problem as both HI and LO criticality tasks change their schedules immediately when transiting to the HI criticality mode, which makes the analysis difficult. In order to simplify the problem, we restrict ourselves to consider implicit-deadline task sets \((D_t = T_t)\). According to the discussions in Section III to ensure the schedulability of the HI criticality tasks in the HI criticality mode, their deadlines need to be tuned in the LO criticality mode. Similar to the original EDF-VD scheduling technique, we assume that the deadline tuning for the HI criticality tasks is characterized by a scaling factor \(x (x ≤ 1)\):

\[ T_t(\text{LO}) = T_t(\text{HI}) = D_t(\text{HI}), D_t(\text{LO}) = x D_t(\text{HI}). \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

In addition, for our problem, we assume the service degradation of the LO criticality tasks is characterized by another scaling factor \(y (y ≥ 1)\):

\[ T_t(\text{LO}) = D_t(\text{LO}), T_t(\text{HI}) = y D_t(\text{LO}). \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

We proceed to show that the demand bounds of all tasks in the HI criticality mode (Lemma III.1) can be tightly approximated based on (8),(9). The essential idea is to bound for both HI criticality and LO criticality tasks, the nonlinear function \(\text{dbf}_\text{HI}(\tau, \Delta)\) by certain slopes. The following results are presented.

Lemma III.2. For a HI criticality task \(\tau_i\),

\[ \text{dbf}_\text{HI}(\tau, \Delta) ≤ \max \left\{ \frac{C_i(\text{HI}) - C_i(\text{LO})}{(1-x)T_t}, \frac{C_i(\text{HI})}{C_i(\text{LO}) + (1-x)T_t} \right\} \cdot \Delta. \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Lemma III.3. For a LO criticality task \(\tau_i\),

\[ \text{dbf}_\text{HI}(\tau, \Delta) ≤ \frac{C_i(\text{LO})}{C_i(\text{LO}) + (y-1)T_t} \cdot \Delta. \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

We plot now in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 the approximations of demand bounds in the HI criticality mode for both HI and LO criticality tasks (dashed lines).

C. MC Service Reconfiguration

We now show how to reconfigure the system such that a maximum degraded service for the LO criticality tasks can be guaranteed. Our analysis is based on the demand bound approximations shown in the previous section. For notational convenience, we define two functions as follows:

\[ h(x) = \sum_{\tau_i} U_i(\text{HI})(1-x), \]

\[ l(y) = \sum_{\tau_i} U_i(\text{LO})(y-1), \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where \(U_i(\chi) = C_i(\chi)/T_t\). \(h(x)\) (\(l(y)\)) represents the summed slopes of the HI (LO) criticality tasks in the HI criticality mode. We further use \(U_{\text{HI}}(x)\) to denote \(\sum \tau_i U_i(\text{HI})\). We now explain the service reconfiguration in Algorithm 1. For the case when \(U_{\text{HI}}(x) + U_{\text{LO}}(y) ≥ 1\), the LO criticality tasks need not be reconfigured as the system can guarantee all tasks with their worst-case service requirements. For the case when \(U_{\text{HI}}(x) + U_{\text{LO}}(y) ≤ 1\), the system is even not schedulable during the LO criticality mode. Excluding the above conditions, the system needs to be further tested to see whether the reconfiguration of services in the HI criticality mode is feasible. This is ensured by enforcing that the total slopes of tasks in the HI criticality mode is ≤ 1 (line 8). A minimal service degradation factor \(y\), that satisfies this condition, is computed based on (14).

Algorithm 1: Service reconfiguration

Input: \(\tau\)

1. if \(U_{\text{HI}}(x) + U_{\text{LO}}(y) ≤ 1\) then
2. \(x ← 1;\)
3. \(y ← 1;\)
4. else
5. if \(U_{\text{HI}}(x) + U_{\text{LO}}(y) ≤ 1\) then
6. \(x ← \frac{U_{\text{HI}}(x)}{1-U_{\text{LO}}};\)
7. if \(h(x) ≤ 1\) then
8. \(y ← \inf\{y ≥ 1 : h(x) + l(y) ≤ 1\};\)
9. else
10. return false;
11. end
12. else
13. return false;
14. end
15. end
16. return true;
Example III.1. Consider the set of dual-criticality task set as shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>τ</th>
<th>t1</th>
<th>t2</th>
<th>t3</th>
<th>t4</th>
<th>t5</th>
<th>C(HI)</th>
<th>C(LO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Algorithm 1, we can derive $x = 0.5$, $y = 2.6488$. In practice, one can ceiling the value of $y$ and multiply the periods of the LO criticality tasks by 3 in the HI criticality mode. This can be done by the scheduler skipping 2 task instances in every 3 arrivals of a task. Furthermore, according to Theorem III.2, there is a trade-off between $x$ and $y$. The more we shorten the deadlines of the HI criticality tasks (providing that all tasks are still schedulable in the LO criticality mode), the better degraded services we can get for the LO criticality tasks. We plot in Fig. 4 the ceiling of $y$ as a function of $x$. Notice that for $x < 0.5$ the system will not be schedulable in the LO criticality mode and for $x > 0.75$ the system will not be schedulable in the HI criticality mode even assuming all LO criticality tasks are rejected.

Fig. 4. Trade-off between $x$ and $y$

IV. MC SERVICE RESETING

We present in this section how to quantify the resetting time of the system services (i.e., the elapsed time between when the system transits from the LO criticality mode to the HI criticality mode and when it can safely transit back). This is not a trivial problem since we do not statically know how many HI criticality tasks and for how long they will overrun. Our analysis in this section will not assume any such information. First, a sufficient condition for resetting the system service is given as follows.

Lemma IV.1. [12] A dual-criticality system can be safely reset to the LO criticality mode if the processor is idle.

Based on Lemma IV.1, a simple runtime mechanism can be implemented to reset the system to the LO criticality mode. However, it would be particularly interesting to quantify statically the worst-case resetting time, as an important measure of the guarantees that a mixed-criticality scheduling algorithm can provide.

We use the same notion as shown in Fig. 1 (a system transits to the HI criticality mode at time $t_i$). Furthermore, we define the arrival demand function of a task ($\text{adf}$) in the interval $[t_i, t_i + \Delta]$ as the cumulative execution times of all task instances issued within this interval. We define a list of functions as follows:

$$\text{adf}^\text{HI}_{t_i}(\tau, \lambda, \Delta) = \text{RM}(\tau, \lambda) + \max\left\{\frac{\Delta - (T_{t_i}[\text{HI}] - \lambda)}{T_{t_i}[\text{HI}]}, 0\right\} \cdot C_i(\text{HI}),$$

where

$$T_{t_i}[\text{HI}] = \sum_{i < \sup D(L)} (\lambda_i),$$

and

$$\text{RM}(\tau, \lambda) = \left\{\begin{array}{ll}
\frac{\lambda}{\Delta} & \text{if } \lambda < \Delta \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{array}\right.$$

Finally, we have the following results.

Lemma IV.2. The arrival demand function of any task in the interval $[t_i, t_i + \Delta]$ can be calculated by (17).

Theorem IV.1. The service of the system can be reset at time $t_i + \Delta$, where $\sum \text{adf}^\text{HI}_{t_i}(\tau_i, \lambda_i) \leq \Delta$. And $\Delta$ can be lower bounded by $\frac{\Delta}{1 - h(x) - h(y)}$.

Notice that according to Theorem IV.1 if we decrease $x$, then the resetting time will be reduced. Hence, one can simply set $x$ as $\frac{\mu_{LO}}{1 - \mu_{LO}}$, which is the minimum to guarantee the schedulability of tasks in the LO criticality mode. For setting $y$, there is a trade-off between the resetting time and the degraded service in the HI criticality mode: if we increase the degraded service for the LO criticality tasks (i.e., decrease $y$), then the resetting time will be increased.

Example IV.1. Consider the same task set as shown in Example III.1. We can now plot the service resetting time as a function of $y$.

As one can see, the resetting time decreases with increasing $y$. This gives us the flexibility to trade the degraded service of the LO criticality tasks for the resetting time. Furthermore, as $y$ increases, the gain of saving in resetting time will also decrease.

V. CASE STUDY

We validate in this section our approach with an avionic case study – the Flight Management System application (FMS). We show the applicability of our approach, such that service requirements for different runtime modes can be guaranteed. In addition, the service resetting time can be bounded in order to certify the scheduling of FMS.

We consider a subset of the original FMS, which contains the localization and the flight plan tasks (DO-178B level B and level C, where B corresponds to the HI criticality and C corresponds to the LO criticality). All tasks are abstracted as implicit-deadline sporadic tasks. The worst-case execution times (WCETs) of all tasks on level C are analyzed by an industrial partner and not available yet. However, typical ranges
We compare three different approaches: EDF with worst-case reservation (i.e. all tasks are guaranteed with WCETs on the HI criticality level), EDF-VD with degraded service guarantee (i.e. a degraded service requirement for the LO criticality tasks is guaranteed in comparison to the HI criticality mode), and the original EDF-VD scheduling technique (all LO criticality tasks are rejected in the HI criticality mode). In all three cases, we calculate the minimum speedup factors of the processor (by linear search) such that guarantees as aimed by those approaches are provided for FMS.

We show in Fig. the speedup factors of all 3 approaches for 50 randomly generated FMS instances. The results are shown for 3 settings as indicated in Fig. For presentation purpose, the computed results are sorted according to the speedup factors under worst-case reservation.

Based on the results, the original EDF-VD scheduling technique always has the minimum speedup factors among all three approaches. This is intuitive since schedulability of the HI criticality tasks is guaranteed by complete rejection of the LO criticality tasks. However, EDF-VD is not applicable to FMS, as a degraded service for the LO criticality tasks is guaranteed by complete rejection of the LO criticality tasks. However, EDF-VD is not applicable to FMS, as a degraded service for the LO criticality tasks is guaranteed by complete rejection of the LO criticality tasks. However, EDF-VD is not applicable to FMS, as a degraded service for the LO criticality tasks is guaranteed by complete rejection of the LO criticality tasks.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig, if we increase \( f_{\text{safe}} \) (setting 2), then the processor speedup factor will also be increased (the maximum speedup factors of all three approaches in this case come close to 1.5, while the maximum speedup factors come close to 1.35 in setting 1). In addition, if we increase the degraded service for the LO criticality tasks (i.e. decrease \( y \) in setting 3), the extension of EDF-VD with degraded service guarantee always has close/equal processor speedup factors to the worst-case reservation approach. This implies that the gain in resource saving for our extension of EDF-VD decreases with decreasing \( y \).

We continue to quantify the service resetting time for the FMS usecase. For this purpose, we pick one randomly generated FMS instance. We evaluate the impact of \( f_{\text{safe}} \) and \( y \) on the resetting time. The results are shown in Table III with resetting times given in units of second. For \( f_{\text{safe}} = 3 \), according to Algorithm both \( x \) and \( y \) equal to 1. The FMS needs not be reconfigured in this case as the HI criticality WCETs of all tasks can be guaranteed. For \( f_{\text{safe}} = 4 \), the minimal \( y \) we calculate is 3, with a corresponding service resetting time of 21.6s. If we increase \( y \) (i.e. decrease the degraded service for the LO criticality tasks), we can reduce the resetting time (\( y = 4, \Delta_R = 7.8s \)). If we continue to increase \( f_{\text{safe}} \) to 5, the minimum \( y \) becomes 22 in this case, which has an associated service resetting time of 2.1 x 10^3s.

VI. Conclusion

We present in this paper the reconfiguration of the services provided to the low criticality tasks when the high criticality tasks overrun. Our scheduling algorithm is an extension of the well known EDF-VD scheduling technique. We extend the demand bound analysis for testing the schedulability of the system under this setting. Furthermore, we provide an analytical method to bound offline the resetting time of the services provided to the low criticality tasks. The presented techniques are validated with a realistic avionic application.
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VII. APPENDIX

Proof. Lemma III.1

Let us consider two different cases.

1. \( \lambda \in [0, D_i(LO)] \): In this case, the current job of \( \tau_i \) may have not finished its LO criticality WCET. The worst-case left-overs of the current job can be bounded by \( \min\{D_i(LO) - \lambda, C_i(LO)\} \). Since starting from \( \bar{t} \) the current and future jobs of \( \tau_i \) execute according to the HI criticality mode parameters, the total left-overs of the current job of \( \tau_i \) can be bounded by \( \delta \).

We have to further identify a time interval of length \( \Delta \) within \([\bar{t}, +\infty)\), which has the worst-case demand bound. Suppose that such an interval is represented as \([\bar{t} + \eta, \bar{t} + \eta + \Delta]\) (\( \eta \geq 0 \)), i.e. the interval starts \( \eta \) units of time after \( \bar{t} \). Let us consider further two different cases:

- \( \eta > 0 \): In this case, the left-over job does not belong to the interval and its demand is not considered. Let \( \gamma \) represent the value of \((\lambda + \eta) \mod T_i(\text{HI})\), then the number of maximum complete arrivals of \( \tau_i \) in \([\bar{t} + \eta, \bar{t} + \eta + \Delta]\) is bounded by:

\[
\max\left\{ \frac{\Delta - D_i(\text{HI}) - (T_i(\text{HI}) - \gamma)}{T_i(\text{HI})} + 1, 0 \right\} \text{ if } 0 < \gamma,
\]

and

\[
\max\left\{ \frac{\Delta - D_i(\text{HI}) - \gamma}{T_i(\text{HI})} + 1, 0 \right\} \text{ if } \gamma = 0.
\]

Hence, when \( \gamma = 0 \) we can get the maximum complete arrivals of \( \tau_i \) within such an interval. And the demand bound of \( \tau_i \) in \([\bar{t} + \eta, \bar{t} + \eta + \Delta]\) is upper bounded by \( \delta \).

- \( \eta = 0 \): In this case the left-over job needs to be considered for the demands in interval \([\bar{t}, \bar{t} + \Delta]\). Notice further that the left-over job is only considered when \( \Delta \geq D_i(\text{HI}) - \lambda \), hence the demand of this job is given by (4).

The maximum number of future complete arrivals of \( \tau_i \) within \([\bar{t}, \bar{t} + \Delta]\) is bounded by:

\[
\max\left\{ \frac{\Delta - D_i(\text{HI}) - (T_i(\text{HI}) - \lambda)}{T_i(\text{HI})} + 1, 0 \right\}.
\]

Hence the demand bound function of \( \tau_i \) can be given by (7).

2. \( \lambda \in (D_i(LO), T_i(\text{LO})] \): In this case \( \tau_i \) has no active instance running in the system, we can derive similarly that the maximum number of complete arrivals of \( \tau_i \) within an interval of length \( \Delta \) happens when this interval starts with an arrival of \( \tau_i \). This number is again bounded by (15). Hence the demand bound function in this case can be represented by (8).

Now, the demand bound function for any task \( \tau_i \) in the HI criticality mode can be represented by (8).

Proof. Lemma III.2

Let us consider two different cases.

1. \( 0 \leq \Delta \leq T_i \): In this case, according to (5), (7), (8), we can get:

- \( 0 \leq \Delta < (1 - x)T_i \): In this case, both \( \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \Delta) \) and \( \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \lambda, \Delta) \) (independent of \( \lambda \)) evaluate to zero. Hence, the demand bound is constantly zero.

- \( (1 - x)T_i \leq \Delta \leq C_i(LO) + (1 - x)T_i \): In this case, \( \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \Delta) \) evaluates to zero. \( \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \lambda, \Delta) \) has the maximum value of \( C_i(\text{HI}) - C_i(\text{LO}) \), hence the worst-case demand bound is \( C_i(\text{HI}) - C_i(\text{LO}) + \Delta - (1 - x)T_i \).

- \( C_i(LO) + (1 - x)T_i \leq \Delta \leq T_i \): In this case, \( \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \Delta) \) evaluates to \( C_i(\text{HI}) \). The worst-case of \( \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \Delta, \lambda) \) also evaluates to \( C_i(\text{HI}) \) (when \( \lambda \leq xT_i - C_i(LO) \)). Hence, the maximum demand bound is \( C_i(\text{HI}) \).

2. \( (k - 1)T_i \leq \Delta \leq kT_i \): Assume that \( \Delta = (k - 1)T_i + \delta \) (\( 0 \leq \delta \leq T_i \)). First, we can derive that:

\[
\text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \Delta) = (k - 1)C_i(\text{HI}) + \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \delta).
\]

Second, \( \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}^2(\tau_i, \Delta, \lambda) \) achieves the maximum value when \( \lambda = T_i - \delta \), then:

\[
\sup_{0 \leq \lambda \leq T_i} \{ \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}^2(\tau_i, \lambda, (k - 1)T_i + \delta) \}
\]

\[
= \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, T_i - \delta, (k - 1)T_i + \delta)
\]

\[
= (k - 1)C_i + \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, T_i - \delta, \delta)
\]

\[
= (k - 1)C_i + \sup_{0 \leq \lambda \leq T_i} \{ \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \lambda, \delta) \}.
\]

Hence,

\[
\text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \Delta) = \sup_{0 \leq \lambda \leq T_i} \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \lambda, \Delta)
\]

Using the above results, we can draw the HI mode demand bound value as shown in Fig. 2 and approximate it by two linear functions (dotted lines in Fig. 3).

Lemma III.3

This can be similarly derived as shown in Lemma III.2.

Proof. Theorem III.2

The schedulability of a task set in the LO criticality mode is tested by line 5 in Algorithm II. We have to enforce further the schedulability in the HI mode according to Theorem III.1. According to Lemma III.2 and Lemma III.3,

\[
\sum_{\tau_i} \text{dbf}_{\text{HI}}(\tau_i, \Delta) \leq \Delta
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \sum_{\tau_i} \max\{C_i(\text{HI}) - C_i(LO), C_i(LO)\} \leq \frac{C_i(\text{HI})}{1 - xT_i} + \frac{C_i(LO)}{(1 - x)T_i}
\]

\[
+ \sum_{\tau_i} \frac{C_i(LO)}{(1 - y)T_i} \leq 1
\]

\[
h(x) + l(y) \leq 1.
\]

If all LO criticality tasks are rejected in the HI criticality mode, the inequality becomes \( h(x) \leq 1 \), which is a sufficient condition for all HI criticality tasks to be schedulable in the HI criticality mode by rejecting all LO criticality tasks. Furthermore, we observe that the minimal value of \( y \) increases with increasing \( x \). Hence, we can set \( x = \frac{1}{T_i} \) (the minimum \( x \) to guarantee schedulability in the LO criticality mode) in order to get the maximum degraded service for the LO criticality tasks (minimal \( y \)): \( y = \inf\{y \geq 1: h(x) + l(y) \leq 1\} \).

Proof Sketch. Lemma IV.2

This lemma can be similarly derived as shown in the proof of Lemma III.1.

Proof. Theorem IV.1

Due to space reasons, we omit here the detailed proof, which can be found in [9].